Would you like to make a difference in a nearby, local community as you use your skills and gain new ones? Well, you can do just that by working with the East Palo Alto Center for Community Media. At the EPA Media Center, you’ll have an opportunity to interview community newsmakers and local residents, take news photos and videos, write news articles for the East Palo Alto Today newspaper and its website, and even assist in laying out issues of the newspaper.

We are especially interested in interns who work independently on a deadline and as part of a team, accept assignments and generate story ideas, have an eye for detail, and are interested in gathering factual information as well as opinions.

To apply, contact Henrietta J. Burroughs.

2111 University Avenue, #160
P.O. Box 50274
East Palo Alto, CA 94303
(650) 289-9699
epatoday@epatoday.org

www.epamedia.org ~ www. epatoday.org